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  For decades, amateur and professional
archaeologists have been working together
to investigate the region of Schleswig-
Holstein, and in particular the UNESCO world
heritage site of Haithabu(opens in new tab).
Known as Hedeby in Danish, the site was the
second-largest Nordic town and was
important to the Vikings between the eighth
and 11th centuries. Haithabu was destroyed
and abandoned around 1066, ending the
Viking era in the region, but a century or two
later someone purposefully buried the bag
full of valuables nearby.

  The detectorists came across the hoard
while walking a well-studied patch of land.
They reported the find to the ALSH, and a
team of archaeologists then excavated the
site to reveal items including silver and gold
objects with preserved textile fragments  
 adhering to them.

Read the entire article at LiveScience.com
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  A trainee metal detectorist in northern Germany recently hit on
something his mentor never expected: an 800-year-old hoard of gold
jewelry and silver coins that hints at the area's trade connections.

  The large hoard contained a dazzling collection of artifacts. "The
hoard consisted of two very high quality gold earrings set with semi-
precious stones, a gilded pseudo-coin brooch, two gilded stone-
studded finger rings, a ring fragment, a small formerly gilded
perforated disc, a ring brooch, and about 30 silver coins, some of them
heavily fragmented," Ulf Ickerodt, director of the State Archaeological
Department of Schleswig-Holstein (ALSH), told Live Science in an
email. 

Clubhouse Address:
3357 Susan Dr.

Spring Hill, FL 34606

https://www.livescience.com/topics/archaeology
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1553/
https://www.livescience.com/32087-viking-history-facts-myths.html
https://www.livescience.com/stunning-gem-covered-gold-earrings-discovered-in-800-year-old-hoard-in-germany
https://www.livescience.com/39187-facts-about-gold.html
https://www.schleswig-holstein.de/DE/landesregierung/ministerien-behoerden/ALSH/Organisation/Ansprechpartner/amtsleitung.html
https://www.schleswig-holstein.de/DE/landesregierung/ministerien-behoerden/ALSH/alsh_node.html


Withlacoochee Rockhounds Monthly Meeting
Meeting Minutes
Date 2-8-23

  The meeting was called to order by Vice President
Janice Wojcik at 7pm.
  We all stood for the Pledge of Allegiance followed
by a moment of silence.
There were 4 new members to recognize; Joan
Lynch, Tina and Clarence Gray and Rita Price.
There were 3 guests in attendance; Dan Rambo and
his children Logan and Isabella.
  Roberta Oldread made a motion to accept the
minutes of our January meeting as printed in the
newsletter. Ralph Barber seconded. Passed by all
members.
  Treasurer Janet Wheeler gave the Treasurer's
report.
  VP Wojcik began by welcoming all members and
guests to the meeting.
  She stated that our 2022 Gem Show was quite a
success and she had done some research on the
attendees that had signed up for the door prizes.
  There were 257 people that signed up and reported
how they found out about the show. 
100 found us on Social Media, 62 by word of mouth,
19 by the flyer, 15 saw our signs and the rest by
other ways.
  Out of that 257, attendance from Florida counties
broke down this way; Pasco – 101, Hernando – 81,
Hillsborough – 13, Pinellas - 10, Lake – 3, Sumpter –
10, Marion – 1, Citrus – 11 and Out-of-state –
11.

Secretary'sSecretary's  
ReportReport
Minutes and More from Club Secretary - Melodye
Steverson  

  Our VP went on to say that
membership fees are overdue at this
time and any member who has not
paid their 2023 club fees will no longer
be a member of the club as of March 1 st
2023. 
She encouraged members that had not
paid their dues, to do so right away.

  She also announced that the March
meeting program will be a “Rock
Rummage Sale”. 
She asked members to bring rocks to
swap and sell....only rocks, gems or
jewelry please! 
  The April monthly meeting program
will be “Florida Fossils” by member
Leslie Newberry.
  Leslie Newberry made a motion to
adjourn the meeting, Roberta Oldread
seconded, passed by all.

Meeting was adjourned at 7:15pm.

Minutes respectfully submitted by
Secretary Melodye Steverson.
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   A pair of Earth scientists, one with the University of
Calgary, in Canada, the other from the University of
Cambridge in the U.K., has found that studying rocks found
in Duluth, Minnesota, might help us understand how Mars
may have developed its ancient atmosphere.

  In their paper published in the journal Science Advances,
Benjamin Tutolo and Nicholas Tosca noted that some of
the iron-rich rocks found in the Duluth area were similar in
composition to some of those found on Mars, suggesting
they might be used as a stand-in for studying Mars.  

  Space scientists have yet to retrieve rocks or any other
material from Mars due to the huge effort involved in
sending a craft to the planet, collecting samples and
returning them. So scientists working to understand the
history of Mars sometimes study the history of the Earth,
or parts of it, that are believed to be similar to Mars.

Using rocks found inUsing rocks found in
Minnesota to helpMinnesota to help
explain how Mars couldexplain how Mars could
have developed anhave developed an
atmosphereatmosphere

This is out of this world, literally!
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  In this new work, the researchers studied
iron-rich rocks they found in Minnesota to
learn more about their history. They found
that the rocks had undergone a process
known as serpentinization, a process by
which rocks are pushed from the Earth's
mantle upward, eventually coming into
contact with water, resulting in the creation
of hydrogen. When such rocks are
eventually pushed to the surface, the
hydrogen is released into the atmosphere,
where, along with other gases, it serves to
create a greenhouse effect, which warms
the planet.
  Tutolo and Tosca also note that
serpentinization can also lead to the
production of minerals, and in some cases,
organic compounds—some with the
potential of fueling an ecosystem conducive
to creating the building blocks for life. They
suggest that because many of the rocks
found on the surface of Mars are similar in
nature to those found in Duluth, it seems
possible that they, too, could have been
produced via serpentinization. This suggests
they may have played a role in creating an
atmosphere capable of holding enough heat
for ice to melt into water, which would
account for the evidence of flowing water
on the surface of Mars billions of years ago.

Read the entire article at Phys.Org

https://phys.org/tags/greenhouse+effect/
https://phys.org/tags/organic+compounds/
https://phys.org/tags/building+blocks/
https://phys.org/tags/atmosphere/
https://phys.org/news/2023-02-minnesota-mars-atmosphere.html
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   Emerald, a variety of beryl, is the birthstone by month for
May, symbolizing spring and new life. In the ancient
Tibetan calendar, it was the stone for January. 
But the stone in question is not green, it’s red, and the
issue under debate is whether red beryl can really be
called red emerald
  Tradition has long referred to the green variety of beryl as
emerald. The Roman naturalist Pliny the Elder (23-79 CE)
called it by the Ancient Greek word smaragdos, which is
translated as “green gem." 
The Egyptians treasured it and were mining it as early as
1500 B.C. in the littoral zone between the Nile River and
the Red Sea.
  In 1893, Presbyterian researcher George Easton published
his Illustrated Biblical Dictionary, in which he claims the
actual meaning of smaragdos is “live coal.” Think about
that. A live coal is certainly not green—it is red! So, what
makes a green beryl an emerald?
  First of all, each color variety of gem beryl is given a
special name. All the gem beryls owe their color to
impurities that act as chromophores, replacing the
element aluminum in beryl’s chemical formula,
Be3Al2(SiO3)6. The designations 2+ and 3+ refer to the
degree of oxidation, or loss of oxygen atoms, in a chemical
compound.

Is Red Beryl Really RedIs Red Beryl Really Red
Emerald?Emerald?
Red Stone, Red Stone!
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   Light-blue aquamarine gets its color
from the electrons of the Fe2+ form of
the transition metal element iron. The
red wavelengths of light entering the
crystal excite the iron electrons, causing
them to shift. This makes the
complementary blue wavelengths more
dominant, and we see the fine blue color.     
The darker shade of blue in maxixe is
caused by the chromophore Fe3+.
Greenish-yellow heliodor and golden-
yellow golden beryl get their lovely color
when oxygen and iron (Fe2+ or Fe3+
respectively) are present in trace
amounts. These trace elements use light
energy to shift or transfer back and
forth, and in so doing, cause the yellow
to orange wavelengths of light to
become visibly dominant.
  Pink morganite was named in honor of
banker, J.P. Morgan, an avid collector of
fine gems. The pink shade is due to a
trace of the transition metal element
manganese, in the form Mn2+. The
octahedral arrangement of the
manganese determines the amount of
energy these electrons need to shift. As
light enters a pink beryl crystal, enough
of the blue wavelengths are absorbed for
the manganese electrons to shift,
allowing some red wavelength energies
to reflect.
Read the entire article and
RockNGem.com

https://www.rockngem.com/birthstones-stick-with-the-standards-or-choose-your-own/
https://www.rockngem.com/is-red-beryl-really-red-emerald/
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Field TripsField Trips
"Note: The Withlacoochee Rockhounds Club does not sponsor

field trips other than trips that are sanctioned by the SFMS
(The Southeast Federation of Mineralogical Societies).

 
Our club insurance is through SFMS and does not cover

excursions not listed on their website as safe."
 

   Florida agatized corals are the skeletal remains of colonial animals, known as anthozoans, that died 25 to
38 million years ago. The actual skeletal structures are very easy to see in some specimens and can be
used to identify the coral species.
  The skeletons consist of limestone (CaCO3 ) and the coral becomes agatized when the coral voids are
filled with silica-rich water and the limestone is replaced by chalcedony quartz (SiO2 ) and common opal.
Chalcedony that is translucent and colored is called agate.
  The replacement process takes millions of years and results in what geologists refer to as a pseudomorph
–a crystal consisting of one mineral, but having the form of another which it has replaced. Occasionally,
very small clear visible quartz crystals will form after the chalcedony layer; but, it is the richly colorful
agate layer that we find so attractive.
  Archaeologists have found tools, knives, and weapon points fashioned from agatized coral dating back to
5,000 B.C. The more recent discoveries date back to the 1840s when the coral was found at Ballast Point in
the Hillsboro Bay area. Hillsboro Bay is part of the Tampa Bay complex and hence the referral to coral
found in this area as Tampa Bay coral.

Read the entire article at RockNGem.com

Florida’s Agatized Coral 101Florida’s Agatized Coral 101

A little taste of home!

https://www.rockngem.com/floridas-agatized-coral-101/
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  Bloody Basin Plume agate is named after the Bloody
Basin Road in Arizona. It's known for fiery yellow,
orange and red colors with billowy plumes and moss
patterns.
  The Bloody Basin Road is a long road off the beaten
path running through Yavapai County in the Tonto
National Forest. It got its name from an event in
March 1873, where the U.S. Army had a confrontation
with several Apaches, who lost their lives in the
attack.
Bloody Basin Plume agate has been found at various
sites there. This material is well known for its various
fiery colorations of yellow, orange and red with
varying patterns of billowing plumes to moss. Though
this material is getting scarce, it still can be found in
the marketplace at shows and online sales.

  Picking out rough isn’t difficult. Usually, the raw
material will show its patterns when the stone is wet.
This material can also tend to be a bit vuggy. It’s easy
to work around vugs or work them into your
cabochon designs. Most lapidaries seek out the
plume agate, but the moss can be quite beautiful as
well because it’s full of vibrant color.

Bloody Basin PlumeBloody Basin Plume
AgateAgate

It's a bloody rock!

  Before you start slabbing this material, look
for the orientation of the plume going from
south to north. This is the direction you want
to show so that your slabs reveal the plume
growth patterns. No two cuts are ever the
same, the patterns are ever-changing
throughout the stone.
  Once your slabs are cut, and you see
desirable patterns you want to cut, then take
the time to examine the material for the
pitting. Either stabilize the slabs to fill them
in or continue to trim out your preforms
keeping the material’s natural integrity. The
pits are essentially cosmetic and will not
affect the stability of the stone. It’s a matter
of choice.
Once your slabs are cut, and you marked
your designs to trim out the preforms, the
cabbing process is fairly easy. The agate is
about a 6.5 on the Moh’s scale. You’ll need to
start on a course 80 grit steel wheel to shape
and dome the cabs. From here, I like to use a
60-grit soft resin wheel to quickly smooth
the top and remove any flat spots and deep
scratches. From this point, move onto either
a 140 or 220 soft resin wheel. If your setup
only has a 220 steel wheel, this is fine. You
will just have to spend a little extra time on
the 280 soft resin wheel removing scratches.

Read the entire article at RockNGem.com
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https://www.rockngem.com/what-are-agates/
https://www.rockngem.com/bloody-basin-plume-agate/


                        Learn New Skills with Brad's "How To Do It" Books                         
Amazon.com/author/bradfordsmith

CUTTING MOLDS    

  Cutting molds is easier and more precise with a sharp blade. 

A new Xacto blade is sufficient for cutting RTV molds but is
usually not sharp enough for vulcanized rubber molds. 
For that it's best to use scalpel blades available from most
jewelry supply companies. 
The #11 blade is triangle shaped, and the #12 is hawksbill
shaped. 
I find the hawksbill is particularly nice for cutting the
registration keys of the mold.
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Bench Tips
from Brad Smith

Brad Smith's Bench Tips are a monthly feature of Rock Talk

USING YOUR THUMB 

  When using multiple bits in a Foredom, we often have to
deal with several different shaft sizes - the usual 3/32 inch
burs, the larger 1/8 inch shafts sizes and of course the many
different sizes of drills. 
  For some reason I really dislike having to turn the key
multiple times to open or close the jaws of the handpiece
chuck.
 
  So I have two ways to speed up that task. 
For opening up the jaws, I just remember "four", the
number of turns I have to make to open the chuck just
enough from the 3/32 bur shaft size to the larger 1/8 bur
shaft size.

  For closing the jaws around a smaller shaft, there's a neat
trick. 
Hold the new bit in the center of the open jaws of the chuck,
put your thumb lightly onto the outer toothed collar of the
chuck, and gently start up the Foredom. 
  As the chuck turns, it will naturally tighten the jaws
around the bur shaft or the drill bit. 
Then all you have to do is a final tightening with the key.

Apologies for the re-run. Brad had not supplied this month's Bench Tips as I
went to press. 

https://www.amazon.com/Bradford-M.-Smith/e/B009LYAE0C


Rock Talk Funny Papers
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From The Editor

Warning to Withlacoochee Rockhound Members
During the last several months, illicit requests

have been sent to members of various clubs in the US,
including the Withlacoochee Rockhounds, asking members
to purchase gift cards that would be used as donations to

various organizations.
These are SCAMS.

Be advised that our club has never and will never ask
members to buy gift cards or provide any form of
monitary funds to anyone or any organization by

phone call, email, or any other method of communication.

 

Hello to all Withlacoochee Rockhounds
It is I, your friendly neighborhood editor again.

 
   If you missed our February 2023 meeting, you missed Lord of the Rings.
Club Member Alex Kollias demonstrated how to set faceted stones in rings.

We had our first go at having a camera above the presenter allowing members to watch them work
on our flat-screen TV.  Alex's demo will also be up on our YouTube channel shortly.

  Do NOT miss this month's meeting. It's the Rock Rummage Sale! Bring your rock or jewelry related
items to sell. No junk! No old sneakers. Just rock related stuff. Remember, you have to be a member
to rummage!

  All of you should have received an e-mail regarding membership renewal. We are now into 2023,
and your dues for the new year are due. You can pay them at the meeting. You can mail them into
the address on the membership form. Or as an added convenience this year, your membership
renewal e-mail has a link where you can pay for your membership via credit card. No muss, no fuss.
Any member who has not paid their 2023 dues is not considered a member at this time. It is
imperative that your membership dues are paid. They help us pay for club functions, and more!
      
  If you would like to place a business card ad in the newsletter, please feel free to contact me, and
we'll get you added to the next available issue.  

  Additionally, if any of you have not received your newsletter or are not receiving my e-mail blasts
(meetings, rock sales, etc.), please check your spam folder. If you are still are not receiving them,
please contact me, and let's make sure I have your correct e-mail address. I have a few of you who
unsubscribed from the mailings. I cannot add you back to the list. You have to subscribe to get back
on the list. It's a permissions thing.
  
  Our Board would like our members to come up with suggestions for Programs to be presented at
our monthly meetings. What would you like to see? What would you like to learn? What would you
like to know? Is there something you'd like to teach or present? You can help our club expand its
educational repertoire. We'd love to hear from you all.

Contact any Board member or bring your written suggestions to a meeting.

Rock On!!!

Club Phone Number - 352.587.2714



Advertisers Are Needed 
Please help us find advertisers for the Rock Talk and our website. 

The monthly income from these ads is beneficial to the club. 
Both the Rock Talk and our website have more exposure than only club members. 

Contact club treasurer Janet Wheeler: ceecgirl@tampabay.rr.com or 
send to: 

Withlacoochee Rockhounds 
PO Box 5634 Spring Hill, FL 34611-5634 
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Your Business Card Size Ad in Rock Talk
The cost for non-club members to advertise their businesses in 

Rock Talk is $10.00 per month.
Contact Michael Steverson to set up an ad in both the newsletter and 

the club website. It will benefit both 
your business and our club.

If you ad has a web address, or Etsy shop address, I have linked to it.  

http://www.designsbymelodye.com/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/madhousemindworks/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/gailsgifthut
mailto:ceecgirl@tampabay.rr.com
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